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I wanted to just write this briefly, we must remember, despite of the whole virus 
situation, there are other things that deserve attention, that are not  directly  
related to the virus, but to the governmental reaction to the virus situation, and 
which are used by the jews as a distraction off of other serious news and events. 
Certainly that is a health crisis but the health crisis is not the only thing  
happening. We have a freedom crisis happening at the same time. 

 
These are passed on the low radar. Hitler, while explaining how the Jewish 
governments strangulate populations, explained that a little freedoms are  
removed at a time, until people, without even understanding it, are living inside 
Communism. This can be progressive and take decades to manifest. The enemy 
is never upfront about things. Always gradual, corrosive, and patiently working to 
destroy the foundations of Nations. 

 
Said events are things like the revolution taking place in France, or the Hong  
Kong revolution. People are finally waking up. This is gradual, but it is reaching 
points where the enemy cannot contain things anymore. Everyone is censored in 
Jewtube and since 2018 they have purged everything from comments to 
channels, but awakening is keeping up, with rapid pace. The enemy is largely 
revealed now. 

 
This awakening is meeting also a financial chaos created by the enemy and their 
practices, which spells red alert for many of them. 

 
Videos from the French uprising show that this also has to do with the Jews 
directly, both insofar the Jews as Jews, and the measures taken to replace the 
native population which is also a plan concocted from the same  brains.  
Messages against "le Juifs" and other things are being shouted on the streets, 
and also, this revolution taking place up there is nothing but the  oppressed 
French working class that is being replaced with looters, invaders, and foreign 
tribes until no French people remain in France. Whatever happens in France, has 
a total racial dimension to it. 

 
This is why as many have seen in videos, there are no foreigners, or Arabs, or 
Blacks in the protests, unless it is to loot and ape-mode. But mostly these 



 
 

protests have to do with local French people. This situation has been going on for 
years and the French Gov has lost control of it. 

 
I also posted years ago on how during the start of the movement, 
COHENCIDENTALLY, the French State bought new surveillance equipment 
including facial recognition cameras, that are to be put all around France, which 
should obviously reveal what they think about the right of people to protest. We 
are progressively all trying to be wrestled to become Communist China. Little by 
little, brick by brick. 

 
Even the people who revolt don't really like or accept foreigners to come and 
pretend that they want to revolt together, people are THAT fed up with their 
gradual replacement. Days ago, people marched despite of the CoVID  craze,  
and despite of issued Quarantines, without giving one fuck. After this, the 
measures tightened even more in France. This shows that people are really fed 
up and feel like their back is literally on the corner, to where infection is the least 
of their concerns. 

 
The enemy has also knowledge and insight of the financial flows worldwide. They 
know, that they have put, as many times before, too much exponential weight on 
the backs of working classes and other people that they steal from and have  
been stealing from for centuries. This is only a timebomb. 

 
When these erupt, jews normally get destroyed. This time around, this is going to 
be fatal for them after all this theft, so in this case, this is why this time around 
during this crisis, they try to kiss ass as much as possible. Jews are the last to 
care about the people, and how they treat people when they are in power is very 
well known. Their excessive and careless money lending on people, still persists 
on this world, and leads millions with mathematical precision to an  impasse 
where they can no longer exist under excessive and unrealistic debts. These 
demographics after a point tend to explode violently. 

 
Meanwhile, those beneath the age of 40 are experiencing difficulties to meet up  
to the most simple financial requirements, and the enemy knows this really well. 

 
Therefore the enemy has been preparing Communism with many re-branded 
names such as Bernie Sanders which the establishment pushes as 

 
an alternative and as an outsider, all while suddenly advertising him in reverse. 
The thing is when you are becoming a total wage slave without a future and you 
are on top of it replaced in your own homeland, or soon to be replaced by both a 
robot and foreign tribes that cohabit with your women, get free loot money, and 
are elevated as if by a magic wand inside your society, or just linger as parasites 



 
 

there, things like the CoVID make you care less about things. Hong Kong is 
similar, as people have no clue if they are going to be annexed in the next few 
years by the Communist government of China: 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AexK-pySDJ4 

 

The above is also a very little tip of a giant iceberg that the enemy knows in full. 
Some of this has to do with their hoax religions collapsing, some of this has to do 
with bad rep that they have worldwide, and here below is an example of the 
draconian [or we might say Reptilian] laws that they are going to try to push, such 
as forced Vaccination, Quarantine and so forth. 

 
https://www.thelocal.dk/20200313/denmark-passes-far-reaching-emergency- 
coronavirus-law/ 

 

Another thing that will manifest is forced suppression of masses, and who knows 
what else. A lot of personal freedoms suppressed, the nose-dive of the markets, 
and a lot of other things, that mostly contribute in wrecking the life of citizens. 

 
Now also, Israel, which is basically in bed with the NSA and has been controlling  
it for decades, has applied Emergency Spy Powers, supposedly with the pretext  
of the CoVID epidemic. This is nothing but all more of the same that Israel 
triggered in the United States with the Patriot Act after the hits on the Twin 
Towers. 

 
Meanwhile, the EARN-IT act, which will render all communication open and 
revealed, and all software will be forcibly created with backdoors for the 
government to access, is pushed forth to be made a reality. All of this, 
coincidentally, happens right now, where everyone's time and attention is 
elsewhere. Even politicians who are valid have all their sights elsewhere, while 
these things creep them by the back. 

 
This can be used easily by Jews to destroy other Jews or general innocents that 
they deem an issue, with the false pretext of Coronavirus. From reports online, 
doctors in Wuhan or in China who have warned or have been critical on Chinese 
handling of the CoVID, all of them disappeared, as with the usual disappearance 
of people who question Communism. 

 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-51930681 

 

That aside, it has also been reported, that in Iran the situation is not going well. 
For those who may have forgotten, the Jews almost got Iran into war a few 



 
 

months ago. Still, Iran is on the aim for the enemy, and has recently been 
airstruck. 
 
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/12/politics/coalition-airstrikes-retaliation-
iraq/index.html 

 

Rest reassured the above is only the tip of the general iceberg, but it should 
illustrate further beyond on the emergency of the actual CoVID and how this is 
being used to further specific agendas of social, political, financial control, and 
wreck further what the enemy has been trying to wreck for a very long time. 
Except of the actual danger of the CoVID, the situation is that the enemy is trying 
to push out with other situations which are damning. But most people  have 
caught wind as to what is being attempted. 

 
This is an ongoing spiritual, intellectual, and informational battle that we have to 
win and fight hard into. If anyone feels like sharing additional important and valid 
info, please go ahead. 
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